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INNOVATOR

Winter

Deadline

Registration

for next issue is Oct. 1st

Sept. 21 through Oct. 2

Do It Early!

Drop by room A1805 with
your typewritten copy

Editor and Ad
Manager Positions
Open at the INNOVATOR

Submit Resumes to
Rita agy, roomA2100

CLUBFEST '92
Tuesday, Sept. 29
10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Hall of Governors

See Lamonda Kidd in room A2100 to
reserve a spot for your club!

Longtime GSU Administrator Retires
UNIVERSITY PARK -Dr.
Virginio Piucci, vice president
for administration and planning
and an 18-year veteran of the
GSU staff, announced recently
that he will step down at the
close of the current year.
"This is not a sudden decision
for me," Dr. Piucci said. "I had
informed former President Leo
Goodm&ll-Malamuth of my intentions more than a year ago,
and current President Paula
Wolff also was aware from the
time she was selected for her
currentpost."
"Virg Piucci has been a loyal
and dedicated leader of the GSU
team," Dr. Wolff said. "His efforts and presence will be
missed, but his legacy will continue to remind us all that good
-andevengreat- thingsarepossible as the result of dreams
mixed with hard work. He is a
superlative administrator and an
extraordinary person. It is not
only Governors State Univer-

sity, but the whole of higher houses GSU's public affairs, American nation, also are the cement ceremonies, which he
education, that has benefitted as development and alumni ac- result of Dr. Piucci's planning personally has planned and sua result of his tireless labors."
tivities.
and direction.
pervised.
Piucci's work on behalf of
The latter project, which is
Prior to joining the GSU staff
higher education as a whole was
The current construction of being erected in concert with the in 1971, Dr. Piucci served as
honored only this year when he two facilities, a computer center establishment of a permanent director of education at the State
received the 1992 Tosney that will perform services for lecture series on cultural diver- University of New York at OsAward from the American - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . sity, has been undertaken wego from 1962 to 1965. He
Association of University
with private donations only later was the dean of educational
Administrators.
and is the result of Dr. studies at Rhode Island College
Widely recognized as a
Piucci's personal fundrais- from 1965 to 1971. He original'builder" on campus, Dr.
ing efforts.
ly served as GSU's vice presiPiucci has overseen a comGSU's elaborate planning dent for research and innovation
process, recognized as a and was promoted to his present
plete remodeling of GSU's
main campus building, conmodel for planning among post in 1977.
verting it from an open strucpublic institutions, also was
He received the bachelor of
ture with movable walls to its
the result of Dr. Piucci's education degree from the State
current design with mostly
work. He has used the GSU University of New York at New
permanent classroom spaces
plan as the basis for a num- Paltz, the master of arts degree
and offices.
l,er of conferences and con- from Columbia University, and
Other projects completed
suiting projects that he bas the doctorate in education from
under his guidance were the
conducted on behalf of other the University of Florida.
Dr. Piucci and his wife,
construction of a physical
colleges and universities,
plant building and the
both nationally A'ld interna- Elizabeth, a recently retired
remodeling of an existing GSU and a number of other state tionally.
teacher with the Sauk Village
farmhouse on campus to be- universities and the Columbus
Also notable among the school system, are the parents
come the Percy and Elizabeth Carillon which will recognize contributions that he has made of five sons and reside in RichWagner House, a structure that the cultural diversity of the to GSU are the annual commen- ton Park.

Wolff Urges University
Cooperation and Commitment
UNIVERSITYPARK-Saying
students are "the heart of the
institution," Governors State
University President P1ula
Wolff Tuesday pledged to make
GSU operate even more effectively for them.

their eagerness to explore learning."
But making Governors State
work better, she said, means
strengthening the partnership

The newly appointed
president told staff members at GSU's annual fall
convocation, "Let there be
no mistake. That is why I
am here. If there is anything we can and should do
to make our place better, it
is to make it better for the
students. That will be the
touchstone for me."
Dr. Wolff lauded faculty
saying she bas recognized
that "the absolutely overGSU Presictent Dr.Paula Wolff
whelming common tenet in
this university is the coman10ng all who walk through its
mitment to teaching," adding, doors. Wolff called on staff
'Virtually everyone I have members to foster scholarship,
spoken to has respect, almost and be willing to offer service
reverence for what it means to not just to GSU students but also
teach at GSU, because that is through partnerships with the
defined by our students - their community. She asked them to
commitment, their capacity to develop simple systems that will
put education in context, and be considered the easiest and

best methods toward achieving
goals, and have all departments
and their staff members work in
concert with respect and trust
for each other.
The president warned
staff that many of the steps
will not be easy. For example, the Dlinois Board
of Higher Education's
review, commonly known
as 'PQP" for priorities,
quality and productivity,
will mean GSU must give
serious attention to its mission and character, the
quality of education and
GSU's "collective and individual productivity," as
well as budget constraint:..
Dr. Wolffintends to put
the past academic year's
negative headlines from
program reviews behind
her. "It is over. We will
now decicle together how to
grow with strength and with
grace; GSU will be the model
For higher education in the
1990's," she said, "in what we
do and how well we do it. It will
be invigorating and fun."

GSU History:Realm of
Innovation Falls Short
of Reality
by Marilyn Thomas
(lOth in a series)
Editor's Note: The ninth part of this series appeared in the March
19th issue of the INNOVATOR. We regret that the rest of the series
did not follow.
Innovation. It became the password at Governors State University. Everyone from the president to the office clerk was willing to
try something new, says Professor Paul Schranz.
"When we started GSU, we had the idea that we were reinventing
the wheel. There was a false assumption that every school in the
world had been wrong. That they had not evolved into the state they
were in. That they were simply archaic and it was time for a new
start ... "
Dr. Tom Layzell, one of GSU's early admi..istrators who now
serves as chancellor of the Board of Governors Universities, says
creativity was the key.
"I used to say, the quickest way to kill an idea around here in the
early days was to say it'd been tried somewhere else ... that was the
kiss of death to an idea ... to act as if somebody else had thought of
it besides us."
What went wrong with this bold experiment? Some say too much
innovation. Others say lack of follow through, that some staff were
very excited while others found it tedious. Still others say a system
to carry these innovative ideas to fruition was never put in place.
For example: "We didn't call them students then, they were
colearners. We dido 't call ourselves professors, we called ourselves
coordinators and I tried not to use the word student and they'd say
'well, what's a learner?"' recalls Professor Bethe Hagens.
'Every 8 weeks you're teaching .. .it was a series of sprints, I
used to call it. You could never develop a real course because you
only met the students 8 times and one of those times you gave them
an exam and the first time you were introducing materials, so you
had 6 lectures for the whole course. Not exactly what you'd call
the ideal learning system... " says Professor Paul Green.

Continued on back page
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BOOGIE ON TO THE WORLD MUSIC THEATRE,
BRING TWO ID'S THAT ESTABLISH RESIDENCY ..• and register to vote while you ENJOY THE SHOW.
Cook County Clerk David Orr wants to make sure that all
people that are eligible to VOTE ARE REGISTERED. ID's
accepted include a driver's license, state ID, library card or
even a POSTMARKED PIECE OF MAIL or utility bill.

THI RIGHT PlACI:
Ch1cago
Palmer House & Towers
State and Monroe Streets

SAVE THE WORLD, STARTING IN FLORIDA OR
ALASKA ... by becoming a volunteer for CONSERVATION
WORK. The Student Conservation Association has over a
THOUSAND SLOTS to fill for these expenses-paid positions.
No pay, per se, but POSSIBLE ACADEMIC CREDIT if you
speak with your advisor. Write SCA at P.O. Box 550, Charlestown, NH 03603 or call (603) 543-1700 for all the details.

Meet representatives from graduate
schools at the GREJCGS FORUM
Don't wait for insp1rat1on to strike. Come to the GREfCGS Forum
on Graduate Education.
Ask representatives what their schools have to offer. Discuss
d1fferent programs of study and obta1n school catalogs and
application forms.
While there, you can even attend special workshops on vanous
programs of study. financing your educat1on and preparing for the
GRE tests. All for just a $3 admission fee.

PROBLEMS WITH CHILD SUPPORT, PUBLIC AID
AND PROJECT CHANCE... can be resolved. The Welfare
Reform Agency provides consulting, LOBBYING and counseling for these and other SINGLE PARENT, WOMEN'S
programs. Contact Debra Pharms at (708) 747-1422 for LOWCOST CLASSES explaining your rights to benefits.
MUSIC DEPARTMENT IN THE COLLEGE OF
HEALTH PROFESSIONS? ... Not at GSU - yet. Music
therapy has REGAINED ATTENTION for geriatric patients
according to the Journal of the American Medical Association.
Congress is being asked to include MUSIC THERAPY in
treatments funded by the Health Care Financing Administration. HOLD THOSE HATCHETS, Admin, those programs
may prove to be JOB-RELATED yet.

WORKSHOP SCHEDULE
830~00

IOlS·IUS
ll30·00
~~5·2 ~s

"Sll..ENT Kn.LER" NOT SO Sll..ENT ... among blacks.
One in every three black adults has HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE. Blacks suffer nearly twice as many STROKES, 10 to
18 times more KIDNEY FAILURE and three to five times
more HEART F AlLURE related to high blood pressure.
Doctors can only help IF YOU LET THEM. Have blood
pressure checked at least once a year and LIMIT THE SALT
in your diet.

A
~· ·•H
A
Issues Facong the Returnong
Student
GRE Test PreparatJOn
M.nor•t•eson Graduate EducatoOn

GRE
FORUMS

Registration beelns at 8:00a.m.

For more 1nformatton call GRE lnqu•ry:
(609) 771-7670

S.10nsored by the GRE Board and the Council of Graduate Schools.
E )UCATIONAL TESTING SERVICES. ETS. the ETS_Iogo desogn and GRE are
• regostered trade!"1ar s of Educatoonal Testong Servo<e

THE
GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY
Small Business Development Center
and Star Newspapers

Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing travel
brochures. For information send a
stamped addressed envelope to: Travel
INC., P.O. Box 2530, Miami, FL 33161

Governors
State

Universi!Y

presents

BoARD OF GoVERNORS UNIVERSmES

DEVELOPING
LEADERSHIP SKILLS:
THE FIRST ANNUAL
CONFERENCE
FOR WORKING
WOMEN
Including a Live, Interactive
Videoconference from PBS and the
Management Association

a.n.,.~.,,...,~M

How can women in the workforce
develop the skills and strategies they n
to improve their leadership, visibility,
and effectiveness?

Wednesday, October 14, 1992 • Noon - 3:30 p.m.
at Governors State University

------------------------------REGISTRATION FORM

* EARN EXTRA INCOME *

~ychology

200·300 Compyter Scielce. Er>gn1eerong.

@.

IT'S COOL, BUT WARM IN THE SUNLIGHT. IT'S
ORANGE LEAVES AND BRIGHT BLUE SKY ... It's
Autumn. Experience it the best way - on a hayride. Lake
County, Indiana offers HAYRIDES SATURDAY AFTERlion. HOLD THOSE HATCHETS, Admin, those programs
may prove to be JOB-RELATED yet.

IT'S COOL, BUT WARM IN THE SUNLIGHT. IT'S
ORANGE LEAVES AND BRIGHT BLUE SKY•.• It's
Autumn. Experience it the best way - on a hayride. Lake
County, Indiana offers HAYRIDES SATURDAY AFTERNOONS from Sep. 12 through Oct. 25. Take this opportunity
to ENJOY THE BEAUTIFUL WEATHER and gaze at the Fall
leaves. Shuttles depart from the Deep River County Park at 1,
2, and 3 p.m. Price is a MISERLY ONE DOLLAR per person.
For directions to the park, call (219) 755-3685.

DISCIPLINE DISCUSSIONS
lf00.42;()() &-gLsh. ~
1200-1:00 BoOiogocal x ·e., P! y...:al
Scoences. ~alth Scoences
l-Q0-200 PoLtocal Sc~e. Soc~

. 'Rl "1

M•themata

JUGGLING FAMILY, WORK AND SCHOOL ... becoming old hat? Try the REAL THING and bring the family. The
FAMILY JUGGLING SHOW AND WORKSHOP will take
place in the Student Center Gym on Saturday, Oct. 3 at 2 p.m.
NO KIDDIES? NO PROBLEM. This show is for everyone.
It's FREE AND INCLUDES REFRESHMENTS. Presented
by Office of Student Life.

JUGGLING FAMILY, WORK AND SCHOOL••• becoming old hat? Try the REAL THING and bring the family. The
FAMILY JUGGLING SHOW AND WORKSHOP will take
place in the Student Center Gym on Saturday, Oct. 3 at 2 p.m.
NO KIDDIES? NO PROBLEM. This show is for everyone.
It's FREE AND INCLUDES REFRESHMENTS. Presented
by Office of Student Life.

Saturday. October 17
8:00 am.-3:30 pm.

VOOSO

WORKING WOMEN

Early Birds-Register by October 2 and the fee is only $20. After that date. the registra~ion fee goes up to $35 .. GSU
Alumni Association members and groups of three or more pay $30 per regtstrant. Fee oncludes handout matenals and
light lunch.
Name ____________________________________________________________
Additional Name
Additional Name----------------------------------------------------________________________
City------------------------Daytime
Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Amount Enclosed $_ __
State
ZIP-----

~d~s

Make check payable to Governors State University, and return it with this form to Governors State University,
Conferences/Workshops and Weekend College, University Park, IL 60466-3191. For any additional information, call
Beverly Kyser at (708) 534-4099. Voice mairavailable after business hours.
'

..

CS11311att:Z:S -
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July Employee of the Month
Virginia Lenart
Mrs. Virginia Lenart wholeheartedly is a qualified candidate
for employee of the month. Mrs.
Lenart by fur, --~~-
flawles ly meets
the
required
criterion. Because
Mrs. Lenart is an
expert in her field,
there have been
numerous occassions where her
knowledge
was
utilized to assist
students and faculty with problems
and concerns. She
would directly help the one in
need or direct that individual
down the correct path. Many
times, due to her wisdom, Mrs.
Lenart would solve the problem,
alleviating precious time wasted.

Mrs. Lenart also has a wonderful innate ability to foresee. She
always knows when to take the
initiative which
keeps the harmony of the
department.
Whether it is
sending a memo
to avoid confusion
or securing a
room for a faculty
member,
Mrs.
Lenart's foresight
and initiative are
always
appreciated.
She
never ceases to amaze us. Everything from computer knowledge
to people skills to being friendly,
Mrs.
Virginia
Lenart
demonstrates the kind of
employee worthy of recognition.

August Employee of the
Month- Alice Gardener
All Barbara Meyers wanted to
After getting the help she
do was schedule an appointment wanted, Meyers wrote a letter
with the registrar, so she could about Alice Gardener, in which
she said, "!truly apget registered for a
preciate the time
course.
and effort you spent
Meyers
tried
with my situation
over and over
and I want (you) to
again to get an apknow how relieved
pointment with the
I am to get on
registrar, but enfinishing my MPA,
countered
Thank you, again
numerous
problems.
for doing some•I left messages,
thing in one day,
that couldn't be acand
no
one
returned
my
complished in the
calls, •
Meyers
previous
three
wrote in a May 7th letter. After weeks. You are a rare comgoing through almost a month of modity at GSU- someone who
frustration and aggravation... I listens, and does what you said
was transferred to Alice, who you would do."
Congratulations, Alice Gartold me to call her at 2:00 the
next day and she would have my dener.
problem solved. •

Student Life
Child Care Center
CHILD CARE CENTER HOURS:
7: 30a•a-8: OOpm
7:30am-5 :1 5pm

Thomaszewski Receives 1992
Distinguished Service Award
UNIVERSITY PARK- Mary
Lou Tomaszewski, assistant
dean in Governors State
University's College of Business
and
Public
Administration
(CBPA), has been presented the
Distinguished Service Award for
1992.
The award is given in memory
of Dr. Gerald Baysore, one of
GSU's original staff members,
who died in 1988. The recipient
is the person who best represents
Dr. Baysore's integrity, dedication, competence and civility in
his work and relationships with
fellow employees.
Tomaszewski of Beecher has
been a staff member for 19
years. She started as a secretary
and received a number of major
promotions
including
administrative aide to the CBPA
dean in November 1979, administrative assistant to the dean
in July 1987, and assistant dean
in July 1990.
With each job Tomaszewski
took on greater responsibilities
and established procedures to
make the college's organization
work smoothly, although she
will be the first to say, "I didn't
do it all myself. I work with
wonderful people."

She likes to remind others that
she is a product of the College of
Business and Public Administration having received both
bachelor's and master's degrees
here, and in 1989 she became an
adjunct faculty member.
"The college is very important
to me. I take great pride in its
accomplishments, and over the
years I've worked with and
developed wonderful friendships
with these people," she added.
The selection committee
received 15 letters in support of
Tomaszewski's
nomination,
each praising her for her assistance care of and attention to
GSU' students, her continued
support of GSU, and her competence and integrity during her
19 years at GSU.
adjunct faculty member.
"The college is very important
to me. I take great pride in its
accomplishments, and over the
years I've worked with and
developed wonderful friendships
with these people," she added.
The selection committee
receivt'd 15 letters in support of
Tomaszewski's
nomination,
each praising her for her. assistance, care of and attention to

GSU Psychology
Major Named
All-American
UNIVERSITY
PARK
Governors State Universitystudent Anisa Hussain has been
named
an
All-AmericanScholar. The United States
Achievement
Academy
selectedHussain, a master's degree student in psychology
andcounseling, for her excelIence in academics andinvolvement in University activities.
Hussain of Homewood has
maintained a 3.94 average ona
4.0 scale. She is presillent of the
School PsychologyClub at
GSU, the student representative
to
the
JllinoisSchool
Psychologists Association, and

GSU students, her continued
support of GSU, and her competence and integrity during her
19 years at GSU.
"Her commitment to her tasks
and to the university's reputation
arewithoutequalinmyopinion,"
Dr. Esthel Allen, dean of the
College of Business and Public
Administration, said. "Her competence is absolutely unquestioned by all who are privileged
to work with her. She is well
versed in every university system which impacts on the operation of the college."
"If there are a few phrases that
sum up (her) candidacy for the
award," Professor William
Toner said, '1t is Mary Lou
saying 'I'll take care of that, • or
'I've already taken care of that.'
Mary Lou's civility and wonderful sense of humor complement
her competence and dedication,
making a working life at GSU an
easy and pleasant experience for
all of her colleagues."
Dr. Paul Green called her "an
organizational whirlwind. She
unflinchingly deals with all
problems of schedules, student
grades and faculty cues. Her
word is her bond and her integrity is unquestioned."

ADA Campus
Information

treasurer of theGSU Student
Senate.
She received the GSU Alumni
Association's AcademicAward
for 1991-92, and she was
awarded the African-American
Staff Caucus Scholarship this
academic year.
Hussain has been working as
a graduate assistant toDr. Diane
Kjos, professor of psychology
and counseling atGSU.Hussain
received her bachelor's degree
in psychology from the University of Toronto. She and her
husband,Jrfan, are the parents
of five-year-old twin boys.

TheADA protects more than
43 million Americans from
discrimination in employment,
housing, access to public accommodations and Services,
transportation, and telecommunications.
The name, office, and
telephone number of the ADA
Compliance Officer for Governors State University are listed
below:
Glen Abbott Affirmative
Action Officer
Office of the President

708/534-4130

Award ProgramGrants Resume
Quit Screaming at the Darkness
That's what you do when you moan and groan about GSU,
but never make a move to solve the problem. Th~ Student
Senate is YOUR instrument to make a change. F1ll out the
coupon below and get your issue on. the Stud~nt Senate
Agenda The meetings are held the f1rst and th1rd
.
Wednesday of each month at 3 p.m. in the Student Life
meeting room. A1804
Get it to the Student Senate Mailbox before 5 p.m. ~he
Tuesday prior to the Senate meeting you want the 1tem
heard and discussed.
Staple the coupon to any explanatory material.
Name
Phone
Organization
Item to be placed on agenda

SPRINGFIELD, Ill., Sept.
11 1992-MonetaryAwardPron:m (MAP) grants will con~tmue to be awarded to qua1·I fied
I
f hma 8 r
ts through
~~ 1 ~or &~ ~~~2-93 school
~ S:S 8 result of action taken
~ the Illinois Student Assisy c
· · (ISAC) at 1·ts
tance omouss1on
Au . 17 meeting. Corrections to
g · 1y sub au"tted appliesprev1ous
lions will also be accepted.
ISAC the administrator of
,
MAP, is faced with the second
straight year of record numt>c:rs
of applications for MAP ass1stance. After experiencing a nine
percent increase last year, MAP
application volume for the
1992-93 academic year 15 currently running 5-6 percent ahead
of the number of applications at
this time last year. Lacking
funds to meet this sharply increased demand, ISAC had ternporarily suspended announcing
MAP awards for all applicants
on June 20. This represents the
earliest suspension date in the
history of the MAP program.

At its Aug. 17 mee!ing, the
Commission re-exanuned the
action it took in June and voted
unanimously
to
release
suspended 1992-93 MAP application& for freshman applicants who apply prio~ to Oct.
1 1992 and for co~tlon~ ~pplicants who subautted theu m.
itial applications pnor to the
June 20 suspension;
. . these·ucorbe
rections apphcahons WI
processed through Nov. 15 · The
f
.d.
ts t th
cost. ~ provl mg gran
e
5
additional ·~ ~~nts e~
peeled to receive .
.•war .
as ~ result of this .a~tlon 18
pr~J~ted to be $6 au.lhon to $9
mdhon: ~0 meet this ~t th~
ComoussJOn .may n
.
reduce the spnng-term portiOn
of all announced MAP a~ards.
All19?2-93 M~ 8PP1.1 ~ts
were notified 0 ~ this po.ss~b~l~ty
when they received their mltlal
MAP award l.etter. ~ order to
P.rev~t any. unmediate financial ~ruption, the ~all-tenn

°

JH!rtion of students grants
wlll not be affected.

Illino~. like . m~y other
states, 1s expenencmg severe
budgeta~y prob.Ie~, which
have senous
1mphcallons for the
·
·d
d
fmanc1al a1 programs a ministered by ISAC. Th~~gh
IS~C was ~ortunate to ~1ve
an mcrease m MAP ~ndmg for
the 1992-33 acadeauc year, the
··
1
·ded
add1llonal dol ars prov1 . were
consumed
almost entirely by
·· ·
tuW?tt mc=-term award
eel t.
lik 1 MAP grant
r uc tons
e y,
recipients should begin preparing for the cuts immediately by
economizing now to cover the
upcoming additional expenses.
Also, recipients should consult
with the fmancial aid office
about alternative sources of
financial aid (i.e., work study,
loans other grantc;)
The' Monetary Award Program, the second largest state
grant program of its kind in the
nation, is a need-based fmancial
aid program that will award
over $200 million to qualified
Illinois students during the
1992-93 academic year.
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Contract and Career Training Available
UNIVERSITY PARK Today many employers find it
difficult to keep their businesses
in step with the latest in market
and technology changes. But
Governors State University offers solutions to those problems
through its Contract and Training Services (CTS) office.
According to its director
Roger Paris, 'Contract and
Training Services is a creative
solution to the problem of maintaining high levels of service
dunng trying budget times. We
serve the broadest range of
training needs. We work with
large and small businesses, orgaruzations and agencies that

have training needs."
Paris,
who
previously
directed the GSU Office of Conferences and Workshops, brings
a wealth of experience into his
new position as director of Contract and Training Services.
·we have developed training
packages for computer and
chemistry applications for the
quality control lab at RhonePoulenc Basic Chemical Co., to
leadership, team building and
communications skills for other
businesses. • Paris stated.
Paris has experience esta~
lishing educational programs
foremployees-everythingfrom
college course work .&S refresher

material, to involving GSU
faculty in curriculum development and teaching, to satellite
teleconferencing that allows national experts to share their
knowledge
with
local
employees.
crs has intentionally established training programs that are
general to appeal to a broad
range of participants. Paris can
design workshops to meet the
specific needs of any organization ...Tbe end result is the organization has a focused
training session that is less expensive than the marketed
programs, " Paris explained.
For businesses that aren't

large enough to mamtam a traming department staff, GSU's
Contract and Training Services
can handle the logistical
management and administrative
details of agency or company
training programs. Services
range
from
developing
or
conference
brochures
materials, to booking hotel
space and meeting rooms.
The office currently is managing a large training contract for
the Illinois Department of
Children and Family Services.
For information on how Contract and Training Services can
help your business, call Paris at
(708) 534-4048.

Art Works by
GSU Prof.
Jay Boersma
now on
Display at
Chicago
Museum
UNIVERSITYPARK-Photog
rapby realism manipulated with
humor is on display at
Chicago's ARC Gallery featurmg the works of Governors
State University Professor Jay
Boersma.

GoVERNORS STAlE UNIVERSITY
Announces its

MULTICULTURAL ENTREPRENEUR CONFERENCE

----SHARING THE G O A L - - - FRIDAY • OCTOBER 16, 1992
at the HOLIDAY INN ClllCAGO SOUTH, 17040 Halsted Street, Harvey, Dlinois
The purpose .of the conference is to encourage am:J support a culturally diverse student population in career opuons through
entre~reneunal awan:ness and to focus <;>n ~~ vaned ~mployment opportunities in the job market. Moreover, our focus will
be to mclude all e~~~ groups and/or rrunonues - African Americans, Latinos, Native Americans, and Asian-Americans who
have been charactensucally neglected from the entrepreneurial network.

7:30 - 9:30a.m.

9:30a.m.

PROGRAM
Registration/Continemal Breakfast
Booth Visitation
Student moderator
Opemng Remarks/Welcome
Dr. Paula WolfJ, President
Governors State University
Constant W. Watson ID, Vice President
Seaway National Bank
The largest black owned bank in America
Jean Thome, Executive Director and
Jobn E. Hughes, Director
The Coleman Foundation

E. Thomas Martinez, President & CEO
Compu-Net
10:15 a.m.

BREAK

10:30 a.m.- 12:15 p.m.

WORKSHOPS
Session A -10:30- 11 : 15 a.m.

COLLEGES & UNIVERSITIES INVITED
Northeastern Illinois University
Chicago State University
Chicago City-Wide College
Olive Harvey College
Daley College
Kennedy-King College
St. Xavier University
Malcolm X College
Truman College
Harold Washington College
St. Joseph College
Moraine Valley Community
College
Wright College
Purdue University (Calumet)

Prairie State College
Kankakee Community College
Joliet Junior College
DePaul University
Roosevelt University
University of lllinois, Chicago
South Suburban College
Lewis University
Olivet Nazarene University

ALSO INVITED
AlEDA (American Indian
Economic Development
Association)

~----------------,

Session B -11 :30 a.m. - 12:15 p.m.

REGISTRATION FORM

WORKSHOP I
Sales and Marketing Strategies
"Sa) lt Like You Want Money"
WORKSBOPD
"A Guide to Developing a Business Plan"
Arthur Andersen Co.
WORKSBOPm
Business Contracts
City of Chicago Department of
Purchases, Contracts, and Supplies
WORKSHOP IV
Franchises for Minorities
McDonald Corp./Francorp
12:30 p.m.

LUNCH
Guest speaker
Pete Homer Jr., Director
Small Business Administration
Office of Native American Affairs
Washington D.C.
Presentation of Awards
Glen B. Abbott, Assistant to the
President, Affinnative Action

1:45 p.m.

NAME
COLLEGEJUNIVERSITY
ADDRESS

CITY, STATE
PHONE (HOME)

Please return this form to your institution as soon as
possible no later than September 25.
Choose one Workshop in Session A
I_ _ II_ _

m__

IV_ _

Choose one Workshop in Session B
I_ _ II_ _

m__

IV_ _

Booth Visitation, Networking

L------------------~
•
•
•
•
•

Cosponsored By
The Coleman Foundation
Seaway National Bank
Illinois Development Finance Authority
Clark Oil & Refining Corp.
UAW Local #588/Ford Motor Company

• Heritage Olympia Bank
• Small Business Development Center of GSU
• City of Chicago, Department of Purchases,
Contracts, and Supplies

Professor Jay Boersma
Boersma, who is calling the
show .. Repetition- Compulsion
Again," considers his collection
of photographs and computer art
work a blend of inquiry and
absurdity borrowing from postmodernism, Dadaism and '60s
experimentalism .. with a bit of
Ernie Kovacs and Spike Jones
thrown in to keep things
moving."
Boersma goes a step beyond
the traditional approach of
photographing scenes or people
for humorous photography.
Some may call it absurd, others
delusionary, but all will agree
it's funny.
Through multiple printings,
he takes a placid scene, such as
the world's oldest known
photograph, Joseph Nichephore
Niepce's .. View from His Window at LeGras" dated 1827, and
insert McDonald's golden arches as though they were rising
from the hills.
His goal for his art is to
present information to the
viewer in an unanticipated context. 'Sub-themes within the
overall project investigate selfportraiture, human relationships, sacred cows, regular
cows, the history of art and
photography, as well as a few
universal human attributes such
as greed, lust, pretense and
regret."
Boersma began this novel approach to photography art in
1988.Tbe pieces were first
shown as a collection in his
.. Simple Truths" exhibits. Since
then, the Art Institute of
Chicago bas bought seven of
Boersma's photographs for it's
permanent collection.
Tbe show, Repetition- Compulsion Again • ran September
4th through the 26th at the gallery located at 1040 W. Huron
St., Chicago. Nearly two dozen
photographs and computer images were on display by
Boersma.
Boersma's works will be on
display at the Hyde Park Art
Center, 1701 E. 53rd St.,
Chicago. The show, .. Humor in
Art, "willopenwitha4to6p.m.
reception Sept. 13 and continue
through Oct. 10. The art
center's hours are 11 a.m. to S
p.m. Tuesday through Saturday.
In November, Boersma will
have his second exhibit at Soho
Photo in New York.
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GSU Alumnus on
Eye Mission to
Poland
The
PolishAmerican
Children's Hospital in Krakow
will host the Illinois Chapter of
VOSH (Volunteer Optometric
Services to Humanity) in midAugust.
Arranged by the Polish consulate in Chicago with the help of
Project HOPE, 50 VOSH members ( 14 optometrists with ancillary help) will leave for the town
of Lesko in southern Poland,
near the Czech-Russian Border.
Approximately 4000 people will
have their eyes examined over a
6 day period. The needed
eyeglasses and medicines will
be supplied without cost.
Participating in the project
from the south suburbs will be
Drs. Sol Tanoebaum of Olympia Fields, Sol Rocke of
Homewood and Syd Perlman of
Flossmoor.
Dr. Tanoebaum (MHS-81)
participation includes a long list
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of ~ye conferences, eye missions and eye seminars in
Europe and Asia. He is a former
feature editor of the Journal Oi
the American Optometric Association, a fellow of the
American Academy of Optometry and is listed in Who's
Who in the U.S. His wife

Marilynn, a former Park Forest
elemc ttary school principal,
will also participate in the
project.
VOSH is an ongoing volunteer
optometric group servicing eye
care around the world wherever
needed.

Chicagoland

Kelly Kelleher is doomed from before the ft.rst page of
JoyceCarol Oates' new novel Black Water. As The Senator speeds
alongtreacherous swampland roads and Kelly attempts to contain
his sparegin and tonic in a paper cup, readers know the end of the
storybefore it begins.
Oates' has fictionalized one of America's most infamousaccidents, Mary Jo Kopechne's drowning at Chappaquiddick in a
cardriven by Senator Ted Kennedy. Granted, Black Water takes
place inthe present, The Senator remains unnamed, and the young
woman isnamed Kelly Kelleher. The circumstances, however,
seem strikinglysimilar to those of 1969.
Expectedly, Oates refuses to tum the material intoromanticized pseudo-historical pulp. This short, highly readablebook
takes a nebulous myth and transforms it back into what it hasalways
been: a tragedy raising disturbing '{Uestions about thenature of
political, personal, and sexual power in our country. Various media
accounts hypothesize about "what reallyhappenecr on that dark
night in Massachusetts. They focus on TheSenator and how he
spent twelve hours before he reportedthe accident to police.
Oates instead describes the day (andlife) that led an intelligent,
responsible young woman to takea ride with an inebriated,lecherous politician she justmet, interspersed with the
minutes of Kelly's struggle to escapeher grizzly fate.The first
chapter ends as the Senator's car flies off the roadinto the• ... water
that was not water of the sort with which shewas familiar,
transparent, faintly blue, clear and delicious notthat sort of water
but an evil muck-water, thick, viscous, tastingof sewage, gasoline,
oil. •
Readers follow Kelly's recollectionson The Senator's advances,
his legendary exploits, herunfortunate last love affair, her father's
ultra-rightpolitical affiliations, among others as the black
watersteadily replaces the air bubble trapped with her at the
bottomofthe marsh. While Kelly remains optimistic to the very end,
Oatesmakes shocking, though understated, observations aboutour
exploitive society.
Oates describes a world where asilent corpse is less of a political
liability than adisiiiusioned survivor, where cults of personality
sufficefor democracy, where political power is exerted for themost
personal gain, and where physical perfection is soidealized insecurity mutates to self-destructive neurosis.
Kelly repeats a haunting question throughout the book, "Ami
going to die? -like this?" Readers hope, right up to the end,the
l'.DSWer wiii be negative. Even though they know it can't.

CAMPUS
AWARENESS
SYSTEM
(708) 364-5888
The awareness system is
a program that allows
callers to receive
anonymous information over the telephone 24 hours a
day, seven days a
week on health
related topics of
importance to
everyone.

~,.si,
\.

This is an 'innovative school'
in many ways, but other times,
it is just plain strange. I received
notification some weeks ago
that I am entitled to financial
aid, but I keep receiving bills.
Wben I tell the Registrar about
it, they say "Don't worry, your
:.ccount will be adjusted." Why
don't they just let the Registrar's
office know so they can save the
expe'1se of sending out unnecessary bills.
Name Withheld on Request

I would like to publicly thank
Dena Regalado, a Social Work
student, for returning a ring I
had lost on campus. Honesty
like hers is all too rare in our
world and I wanted to make sure
that her goodness did not go
unrecognized.

Jean Morris
student, grad, CBPA

We believe that the request for abortion is a cry for help. We
believe that we can find the solution a woman needs, no
matter what the problem, to avoid killing her unborn child
We believe that every woman is a person of worth and
dignity, ospE"cially when she> is car·"'\'ing a nPw life within
her.
Our serv1ces are offt>rt.'d frN' of charge> to any
pregnant woman m u~·ed of them
Prqaaacy testiaa
Housiac
Employment
Medical Care
Lepl auistaace
Hospital ure
Fiaaacial Aid
Counselllaa
Psychiatric help
Aaency support
Adoption referral
Eduution placement
Friendship

irthright of Chicago
11235 S. Western Ave.
Chicago, Illinois 60643
Phone(312)233-0305
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Sam Mays Swims the Butterfly

Evan Wallace, Lifeguard, Makes the USC a Safe Place.

Gary Rogus and His Mother, Mimi Enjoy the Pool.

The University Student Center's Pool at Rest.
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lent Center
photos - Kevin McKanna
copy - Barbara A. Johnson

The 'old' YMC..A_ has been the University Student Center (USC)
for years, now and yet many students never seem to make the trip
down the hall to 'check it out' . The facility is located in the ' A'
building. If you paid activity fees, you're already a paid member.
Most benefits are free to members, classes charge a small fee.
The pool is open for swimming daily at 6:00a.m. Swimming
and Aquacize classes are offered at scheduled times for a small
fee.
The fitness room features a large selection of weights and
exercise machines. Staff members are available to show you how
to use the equipment safely.
Rounding out the Center are the basketball and racquetball
courts. Sports and camping equipment are available for loan with
a valid J.D. card.

Glenn Walker Shoots a Few Baskets.

Andriea Woods Rides a Stationary Bike, Lisa Ellis Works the
Treadmill in the Background.

GSU President Paula Wolff and Family Relax in the West End Cafe.

Dr.

Sh~ldon

Mendelson of the CBPA Rides an Exercise Bike.

Lisa Ellis Demonstrates the Nordic Track Exerciser.
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To
GSU Professor Attends

Your

International AIDS Conference

Health
by Leonard Robinson, M.D.
Q. I read in the newspaper that a child in our school district has
AIDS, and I am worried about the health of my children. There is
so much conflicting information out there, I don't know what to
believe. A. Eight to ten million adults worldwide have been infected
with the HIV virus that causes AIDS. Although there are drugs
that help people live longer, there is currently no cure for AIDS;
it is fatal. Therefore, it is increasingly important that everyone
obtain as much knowledge about the virus as possible.AIDS is a
scary topic for both parents and children, however, silence about
the disease can be deadly. We must find a way to talk about the
AIDS virus. Being direct and open is the best approach. I usually
start the discussion by asking "what do you know about AIDS?"
For your discussion, keep these facts in mind. There are three
major means of transmission: unprotected sexual intercourse, the
transfer of infected blood, and passage from an infected mother to
her baby during pregnancy or birth.
Transfusions are no longer considered risky. Since 1985, the
blood supply has been screened for the AIDS virus. However,
those who may be in contact with the blood of other people should
use "universal precautions," such as latex gloves or other protection. There have been no reported cases of infections from
sneezing, dishes, drinking fountains, telephones, toilet seats or any
other ordinary contact with someone who has AIDS.
Traces of the AIDS virus have been detected in saliva, but experts
say there is generally not enough HIV in saliva to spread the virus
through kissing. A closed-mouth kiss is safe. French kissing with
an infected person could be risky if there are cuts on the lips or
gums. Oral sex is defmitely not safe. A latex condom or dental
dam, (a rubber square available at medical supply stores and family
planning clinics), should be used.
The virus that causes AIDS can hide in the body for many years
without developing into full blown AIDS. Most carriers do not
appear ill and may not even know that they are infected so they
can unknowingly pass on the virus. That is one reason why it is
important to practice safe sex. Although we hear a lot about it, the
only really safe sex is no sex.
Of course, intercourse is less risky if the man wears a latex
condom. Use of a spermicide containing nonoxynol-9 may give
additional protection. The condom should be tested to make sure
that there are no holes and the expiration date on the spermicide
should be checked. There are also latex condoms containing
nonoxynol-9 available on the market. No condom should be carried
in a back pocket, for instance in a wallet, as microscopic tears can
appear in the condom from sitting. If you still have unanswered
questions regarding AIDS,contact your physician or write me.
Address your confidential envelope to Ingalls Family Care Center,
4647 W. Lincoln Highway, Matteson, IL 60443. I am also
available to speak to groups of adults or adolescents on this subject.

.. Queens Knight ·out ..

Welcome to my column. This column
will cover opening, middlegame, and
endgame principles. The reader will
learn theory and ideas in chess.
In all four puzzles it is White to
move and mate.

UNIVERSITY
PARK- at the AIDS conference. In ZimWorldwide
prevention babwe, the women sex workers
programs designed to reduce the (prostitutes) have begun "peer
spread of the acquired immune educators' groups to inform one
deficiency syndrome (AIDS) another and their sex partners
virus are having an impact, ac- about the dangers of AIDS and
cording Dr. David Matteson, its known means of transmisprofessor of psychology and sion. The women attend at least
counseling at Governors State two informational meetings,
University.
and in some cases five or more
Dr. Matteson at.ended the sessions. Condom use among
VIII International Conference this group has increased from 5
on AIDS in Amsterdam, Hol- percent in 1989 to 50 percent in
land, in July where he presented 1992.
preliminary findings on how to
The Swiss "Stop AIDS" camget hard-to-reach samples of paign uses TV, movies, posters,
AIDS studies, based on his billboards, sex and youth publistudy now in process of Asian- cations, and commercial adverAmerican bisexual men. The tisements. The campaign was
study was funded by the Centers carefully designed to account
for Disease Control.
for cultural and social contexts
As a social scientist, Dr. Mat- of different segments of the
teson sees effective prevention population, the professor noted.
programs as a separate but just
Swiss researchers have found
as important component to that giving teenagers and young
medical research in the fight adults information on AIDS and
against AIDS.
AIDS prevention did not result
"Unless we want to see a high in increased sexual activity.
percent of teens contract AIDS "The same level of casual sex
in the next few years, we must exists as was the case before the,
start doing much more explicit but now this activity is persex education in our schools , " formed safely," Dr. Matteson
he warns.
said, citing the 1987 survey in
"Today there are two major which only 19 percent of 17 to
types of HIV (Human Im- 20 year olds used condoms communodeficiency Virus), and a pared to 73 percent usage in
possible third, and at least five 1990.
subtypes of one of the major
types," the professor explains.
'1'he successful Swiss pr~
"I don't believe we can stake gram for heterosexual youth,
the next decade of our response even though there have been a
to AIDS on the assumption that smaller percent of AIDS deaths
we'll develop a vaccine." there than in the United States,
Education must be a component raises the hope that people can
to the AIDS fight, he argues. get the message without having
"Evenifoneis found, new types to see their close Friends die of
of AIDS may develop. We must AIDS," Dr. Matteson believes.
continue developing the social,
One difference, though, is culpsychological and educational tural. The Swiss, and Europeans
tools to tum this epidemic in general, are more willing to
around."
discuss sexuality directly and
Dr. Matteson learned of many explicitly, the professor arguessuccessfuleducational programs " It is clear that the projects that

work to stop the spread of AIDS
are those which clearly and
specifically talk about sexuality.
Research shows that presenting abstinence as the only message on safe sex to sexually
active teenagers has backfired.
"'Just Say No' may please some
adults and some politicians and
may encourage youth who are
not sexually active to delay becoming sexually active.
When using abstinence alone,
the result is thousands of unnecessary deaths. We have to
be willing to talk directly about
condoms, non-penetrative sex
and other means of safer sex,"
he says.
Dr. Matteson argues, "If nations much poorer than the
United States can develop effective prevention, we should be
able to do so here. The African
nations, like America's gay
community, have seen enough
people die of AIDS that they no
longer deny that the AIDS virus
infects and kills them.
'Most
heterosexual
Americans are still in denial," he
stresses. "Americans still think
of AIDS as a gay disease,
though for the past two years,
the majority of heterosexual
women who have contracted
HIV have gotten the disease
from
heterosexual
male
partners, not from gay or
bisexual men.
1s
it
necessary
for
heterosexual Americans to undergo a high percentage of
deaths before people can get the
message and change their behavior?" he wonders.
"The cost of one year's medical care For one person with
AIDS in the United States is
about $32,000. 1bat's the cost
of 4,000 prevention meetings in
Zimbabwe!"

By: J.B. Godfrey
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Register
Early For
Winter
Trimester
UNIVERSITY PARK
Winter trimester registration for
currently enrolled and newly admitted Governors State University students will be conducted
Sept. 21 through Oct. 2.
Registration is completed by
telephone. Students can call
(708) 832-5515 using a touchtone phone. Students need a personal identification number
(PIN) to enter the system, and
the proper code numbers for the
classes they are enrolling in. The
back page of the winter trimester
schedule is a worksheet for
students' convenience in planning their schedules.
The deadline is Nov. 6 for students applying for admission to
GSU for the winter trimester.
For additional information on
registration procedures, call the
GSU Registrar's Office at (708)
534-4500.

September 24,1992
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Television Personality Lee Phillip Continues to be Successful
of the busiest women in production company (Bell - 'Cricket' on 'Young and
Restless'.
by Mark Wilows
television. Not as much in front Phillip).
Since Lee bas left the daily
Her show may be gone from of the camera, but behind. Lee
Sitting gracefully and very
Chicago television, but her left Chicago, to be joined by her elegantly dressed in her office rigors of appearing on camera,
name is a landmark like the husband, Bill Bell, and family, suite at Television city in Hol- she bas become a true business
WaterTower. Acoupleofyears to run their empire in Califor- lywood, Lee explains her move lady. It is no surprise to anyone
ago, Lee Phillip, had one of the nia. For the last twenty years, from Chicago. "It is not some- that knows her. She said, "My
most successful talk shows on they have owned and created the thing I wanted to do. We had no ~bole family is in business. I
the air. In fact, you can say she 'Young and Restless' and the choice. The empire began to was born into it". Her family
paved the way for many in the newer 'Bold and Beautiful'. grow and the work increased, owns Phillip's Florists in
business.
They are two of the hottest soap making it impossible to work Chicago. Lee has been working
Since leaving the air, many operas on daytime television. from Chicago, so the move
liiiiiiiiiijiiiiiii!iiiii
have asked, where is she? Well, They also formed their own wasinevitable" ·
tosumitup,sheisprobablyone
Lee's success is not an
,----------------------~ overnight story. She and Bill
have been married for thirty

B0 dy ncOlit•IC

The Kal 007 Conspiracy
by Eric Crosby

On August 31, 1983 at 3:27am, an unnecessary tragedy over
Southeast Asia happened. KAL flight 007 was mercilessly shot down
by Russian military aircraft. KAL 007 had accidentally strayed into
Soviet airspace over the Kamchatka Peninsula. The plane crashed
in an area around Sakhalin Island, killing all 269 passengers and
crew aboard. Up till recently this story wasn't disputed. However,
nine years later, there is a belief that this attack was part of a
conspiracy led by the U.S.
Both the American and Soviets agree that the plane was shot down.
But that's about all they agree on. The American's say that KAL
007 strayed out of it's flight path from Anchorage to Seoul and
crossed into the Soviet Union. They did not know why this happened.
The Soviet version insisted that the U.S.S.R. bad every right to
shoot down the aircraft for it was on a spy mission. This was their
assumption since the plane did fly over important Soviet defense
installations on Sakhalin Island.
But nine years later one simple question is being asked. Was it all
planned? Some people believe so. One person who believes so is
Tom Keppel, a 75 year old former state department officer who bad
a band in concocting the cover story for President Eisenhower when
the U.S. tried to hide the truth about the Gary Powers U-2 spy plane
downing.
Keppel believes that a similar cover-up is being done to the KAL
007 tragedy. He and a French aviator Michel Brun have spent years
analyzing the in flight radio communications, tides, and crash
debris. They, through these examinations, have concluded that there
was a conspiracy.
They believe that KAL 007 crossed over Kamchatka and, an hour
later, Sakhaalin in company with several U.S. military aircraft in an
attempt to light up the Soviet Union air defense systems. Backing
this operation was a massive array of Navy ships, combat aircraft,
satellites, and maybe the space shuttle Challenger. The Challenger
is believed to have been involved for it was on a top secret mission
that evening.
The U.S. intelligence agencies planned this incursion to test their
newest electronic apparatus designed to process "real time" battlefield
information to the various remote stations around the world. It was
also planned so that they may program their terrain-bugging cruise
missiles in a near war situation.
The Soviets, on the other hand, believed the incursion was a
prelude to a larger scale attack. Therefore, they reacted accordingly.
Reactions also came from the American forces stationed in the
Pacific. This mission was so secret that these Pacific forces did not
know what was happening. Therefore, they responded to the Soviet
actions by sending a second wave of military aircraft against the
Soviets near Sakhalin.
With the help of two Soviet AWACS planes, a number of American
aircraft were shot down. The intercepted voice recordings of Soviet
fighter pilots indicates that they were pursuing multiple targets. Data
from the Japanese Coast Guard and statements from Soviets who
took part in the search for crash debris off the coast of the Sakhalin
Island indicate up to nine U.S. planes went down. Included in this
nine downed planes was an EF-UI radar jamming plane and an
RC-135 electro~c surveillance plane.
The intensive search of the supposed KAL 007 crash cite off the
Sakhalin Island that was conducted by both the Soviets and U.S. was
not directed at finding debris from an airliner. Instead, it was directed
at finding remnants of military aircraft.Part of this effort may have
included planting false evidence to cover up the truth about KAL
007.
This was due to the fact that KAL 007 was not shot down over the
Sakhalin Island at 3:27 am. Instead, it went down 45 minutes later
for unknown reasons in the Sea of Japan. This, according to Keppel
and Brun, is proven by two facts. First, they contend that there was
communication between KAL 007 and a second KAL flight. This
communication was recorded by Tokyo air traffic control45 minutes
after the supposed Soviet attack.
The second fact to prove the false downing can be found in the
plane debris. Brun says he located debris from KAL 007 on the
beaches of Honshu, Okushiri, and Hokkaido islands hundreds of
miles south of the alleged crash site. This debris could not have
drifted south contends Brun. Currents in that part of the Sea of Japan
run north. If there was a drift, it had to have come from a crash site
south of Sakhalin, not Sakhalin itself. So this leaves one question:
What happened? Did the airliner unknowingly stray off course into
harm's way? Or was it planned all along? Whatever the truth is, we
may never know.

::v:.!e:·A!?rt:!;~!~

ecutiveforafirminChicago.
Sbesaidlaughing, "lmethim
in an elevator and he asked
me out". Bill always had the
aspiration to write, so be
decided to quit his job and
fulfill his dream. Lee admits,
"It was scary. There was a
time I supported both of us".
He began to write for Irna
Phillips, pioneer of soaps.
He began writing for
'Guiding Light', 'As The
World Turns' and be co created
'Another World'. He then became head writer for 'Days Of
Our Lives' and from there the
'Young and Restless' was
created. To date be is one of the
greatest genius writers around.
The Bell's have three children,
who are carrying on the legacy.
Bill Jr., is director of business
affairs. Bradley, is Senior Supervising Producer of' Bold and
Beautiful' and Lauralee plays

Lee Phillip

there since a little girl. Her
brothers still carry on the business. In the soap world, she
serves as Executive Producer of
'Bold and Beautiful • and is always negotiating a deal with
some television executive, or
salesperson.
In addition, she is the recipient
of 16local Emmys and a national Emmy for community service, as well as various other
awards. She devotes a lot of her
time to many organizations in-

eluding the Prevention Of Child
Abuse and serves on several
boards including the William
Wrigley Company.
A native of Chicago, Lee will
always call it her home. In fact,
someday she would like to come
back. The move to Los Angeles
was necessary for business, but
she explained, it took her three
years to adjust.
Despite all her success
she bas accomplished, it
bas not spoiled her. She is
one of the nicest and most
cordial people to meet. She
is the perfect role model for
Hollywood to follow. Lee
is type of lady, if you gave
her a bad apple, she would
say it is good. Her path in
life is set straight. She is a
family oriented person. A
wife, a mother and business
lady. In her spare time, she
enjoys her flower garden
and going on weekends to
their home in Malibu where
she does many chores. One
of her goals is to write a
book with her cousin.
The future of the empire holds
strong. They are in the process
of creating a third soap opera
and their shows are going international With Bill's and the
family's creativity and Lee's
talent and flair for business, you
never know what could tum up
next. One thing you can be assured, if it comes from Bell Phillip Productions, it will be a
winner.

ID 0ID '11' III ID l'il'll

HEIRLOOM MORE

VALUABLE THAN GOLD.

LFE.
When you make a bequest
to the American Heart
Assncintion. you're pa!llling
along a precious legacy. The
gil\. or lire. That's because
your contribution supports
research that could save your
dCIICCndanls rmm America's
number one killer.
Whnt'a more, your gil\ doesn't
have to diminiRh the estat.c
you leave to your ramily. It
may, in ract, reduce estate
taxes and current taxes as
well.
To learn more about the
Planned Giving Program. call
us today. It's the first st.cp in
making a memory thatlasta
beyond a liretime.

•

~American Heart

V

Association

1'hee. .,._ ~ •• • putlfrrlc: ~
Cl ttc12, Arfteffcan ...... ~

Lest night
Gt the strilce of the seconds hend
Gt 12:00 PM /AM
I turned thirty.
I nuour the moment
es no other,
not beceuse I em eleted
or thet I em nd
or thet I em scered of dying,
but for being ellue
I suppose.
Where heue ell those yeers gone?
Old I llue those 1
or did I dreem those?
Out of werped memories,
sometimes unennounced
eHtrudes G cleer sherp dey •.•
The smolce filled slcles of Khengpur,
bombs,bullets,benshee wells,
end G deed pilot end plene
estrlde G lone benyen tree.
ThGt WGS 1965 !
Twenty yeers or so leter
on G cleer sterry night
Rite Sebestlen,
comes,
In G public perle,
her moens not unlike
the sounds of dying plenes
I slnlc between her breests eHheusted
end go to sleep,
feeling ellouer egein
the pengs of birth.
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HANSEN'S CHOICE
by John Hansen
1-loneymoon in~* * *
Andrew Bergman' s 1-loneymoon in Vegas" is a fun, lighthearted comedy about a desperate man in love. Bergman, the
director of the 1990 comedy "The Freshman", wrote and directed
this movie that attempts to be a romantic love story but will
probably always be remembered for The Flying Elvises.
Nicolas Cage stars as Jack Singer, a private investigator who
specializes in uncovering married people who are cheating on their
spouses. Because of his occupation, and because of a promise he
made to his mother on her death bed, Jack is terrified of marriage.
He is terrified despite having a girlfriend who he readily admits
"is perfect". Sarah Jessica Parker plays his devoted girlfriend, Betsy
Nolan. Betsy is a beautiful, sweet second-grade school teacher who
refuses to give up on her dream of marrying Jack and raising a
family.
On the verge of losing her due to his ambivalence, Jack surprisingly suggests they fly to Vegas and get married. It is there that
they catch the attention of Tommy Corman (James Caan), a
professional gambler who is very well-known in Las Vegas.
Corman is struck by the resemblance of Betsy to his late wife
Donna, who died of skin cancer. Seeing her in the hotel lobby, he
decides then and there that he must have her. He quickly has his
men arrange a card game that includes Jack.
Professionally setting him up, Tommy raises the stakes until Jack
loses big-time. When the card game is over, Jack owes Tommy
$65,000 or else. Tommy, of course, has an alternative solution.
He wants to spend the weekend with Betsy and Jack will be in the
clear.
Tommy comes across as very sweet and charming to Betsy, as
she warms to his stories about his late wife. Tommy talks her into
going to Hawaii with him for their weekend together. It is there
that she is overwhelmed by the beautiful scenery and their lovely
house on the beach.
Now it is up to Jack to find them as quickly as possible before
Tommy can convince Betsy to marry him. The film has it's
highlight as Jack catches a ride on a plane with The Flying Elvises,
a group of Elvis impersonators from all ethic groups (white, black,
Japanese, Korean, etc.), who skydive from the plane into the
middle of the Vegas strip.
Unfortunately, Bergman decides to make the Tommy Corman
character tum into a mean creep at the end of the film. Despite
this limitation, and despite Nicolas Cage's tendency for overacting,
"Honeymoon in Vegas" is still a good time at the movies. It is fun
entertainment that never slows down and, of course, who can
forget The Flying Elvises .

.o.t1w: lilms "Unfor~iyed'

* * * 1/2

If you haven't seen Clint Eastwood's latest falm, 'Unforgiven", then rush out to see it before it goes to video. This is a
beautifully photographed Western with a high moral conscience
that stars and was directed by the 61 year old star.
Eastwood stars as William Munny, a former legendary thief and
murderer who has since changed his ways as he struggles to raise
his two young children on a pig farm. Munny is coerced back into
action with the arrival of the "Schofield Kid" (Jaimz Woolvet), an
eager, young cowboy on the trail of a bounty hunt.
Picking up Munny's old partner (Morgan Freeman) along the
way, the trio head into the town of Big Whiskey to kill two young
cowboys who cut up the face of one of the town's prostitutes. It is
there that they run into the sheriff, Bill Daggett (played with
charming menace by Gene Hackman), a sadistic leader who wants
total control over his town.
The film is filled with excellent performances by Eastwood,
Hackman, and Woolvet and is sure to be an Oscar contender next
spring. "Unforgiven" is a well-paced Western with realistic characterizations and a great tribute to another American legend, Clint
Eastwood.

Hansen's Yidm .lXk£
Here are two excellent videos that you may not have heard
of and are now available for rental.
'La~Njkjta"

ThYOTA

ACCEPTS
SHEEPSKINS
FOR CREDIT.
Here's proof that your diploma is
definitely worth more than the piece of
paper it"s written on. In fact, it can get
you into a .,.,;Jd, yet pr:lctical, '92 Toyota
Pasco. Or any one of our quality cars
and trucks.
Okay, motivated collegians, you can
now takE' advantage of the incredible
Toyota Cia of '92 Retail financing
Program-if your diploma is from a four·
year college, graduate school or registered nur<;ing program. Even if you're
six months away from graduation. 1be
hot scoop: Your dream Toyota can be

*** 1/2

If you do~ 't mind reading the subtitles, you will thoroughly enjoy
"s excellent French action movie. It stars Anne Parillaud, an

SEE YOUR

TOY<YI'A DEALER

xciting, passionate actress who brings a lot of realism and drama
o her role as Nikita, a former drugged out punker who fatally
hoots a policeman in the ~ace. Instead of life in prison, she is
ransformed into a secret assassin for the government. Released
years later, she is allowed to lead a normal life for the first
ime. She falls in love with a local grocer and is very happy with
er life ... until the agency calls her back to action.
"Do~fiqbf ***Based in 1963, this film stars River Phoenix as
a Marine on leave who participates in a contest with his Marine
buddies to find the ugliest girl in town and take her on a date. Lili
Taylor ("Mystic Pizza") turns in a great performance as his date
who soon learns the truth behind this cruel joke. Confused and
hurt, she vents her anger at her Marine date, who quickly pursues
her and apologizes. The couple end up going out on a date, after
all, in a night they will both remember for the rest of their lives.
"Dogfight" has some good acting performances (particularly by
Taylor) and is very true to the time period it represents.

"F'.,..<Iw...,amw._ dlt

- - Odomd_ ... ....a.w..
"""".i<r<r • ..tUdrs wllh • alii ..... prn ctlooo thlo SIO.
CM! ...... -Soitl,t.SA.Iot

yours for no money down and a
90-day• deferred payment! We offer
you all this plus Sfitda/ CoU!'g{' Grad
finance rates. For even lower monthly
payments, talk to your Toyota dealer
aboutleasing.
_
So, call it a diploma Or call it a
sheepskin. But be sure to calll·lrn-S.
COlLEGE for the location of your near·
est Toyota dealer
and a brochure T0'10TA lMCC
with fu Udetails
and qualification
CORPORAllON
rt'Quirements.
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Career.

Designs

by Dan Kreidler
If you have never visited the Office of Career Services before,
uggest that you take a moment to review this list of available
ices. Whether you are a junior or senior, graduate student or
pu••uuau:., you will find that what we have to offer may assist you
a job search or career decision-making process.
OFFICE HOURS: Monday and Wednesday: 8:30a.m. - 7:30
.m. Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday: 8:30a.m. -5:00p.m.
~Adyisjn~

Have you chosen a major you're happy with but don't know how
'd like to use it? Do you have a career direction but are unsure
how to begin your job search? If you've answered yes to any of
above questions, then our counselors could be of assi lance to

you. As an Air Force nurse
officer, you can enjoy great benefits, including complete medical
and dental care. Plus 30 days vacation with pay per year and ongoing
professional and personal opportunities to advance. Bachelor's
degree required . Serve your country while you serve your career.

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
COllECf

(708) 620-0680
Disc oyer
Discover is an easy and enjoyable computerized program that can
you to learn about yourself, the world of work, occupations,
···-~·"''b educational choices, taking action and making transitions
the world of work. The computer system is housed in the Office
Career Services.
Resume Counse1im:/Fonnattin~
Counselors are also available to critique first drafts of resumes.
strongly recommend that as a first step you attend one of our
resume writing workshops or consult our resume writing handout,
then bring in a rough draft for critique by a counselor. You
call or drop by to schedule an appointment. We also offer
1r,.,,..,.,,. formatting whereby we will enter your information into our
•"'"'"'l'u"~' and format and produce a camera ready resume (printed
a laser printer) ready for reproduction. There is a $10.00 set-up
for the formatting service. Your resume is stored on a disk and
are available at no additional cost.
~Library

In our career library you will find a variety of resources available
aid you in a career decision or job search. Stop in and pick up a
detailed listing of resources, or browse through the library at
own convenience.
Employment ~ arul S.alm'. Infonnation
The Office of Career Services maintains updated information
· employment trends and salary information for profesoccupations. Whether you're interested in national or
•'"'·"'v""' trends, the office's resource library and informational
lbandc,uts will be of assistance. Credentials~~
The credentials file is an important element to conducting a job
for professional employment. It typically contains additional
•~nnn.rut ·an
material for candidates who are contacting potential
The Office of Career Services maintains credentials
files and will forward credentials files to prospective employers on
behalf of the candidates. Registration materials are always available
at the office. The first three set of credentials that are sent out are
lco•m~,lerneratary;, there is a $3.00 fee for every set you request
thereafter. Recruitini Proiram
If you are a graduating senior or graduate student, you are
wc;•cumc; to submit resumes for on-campus interviews with the
various companies and organizations who visit GSU. While we
actively recruit companies to come to GSU, we do not have control
over factors affecting current labor demands. There is the chance
that the companies corning may not be seeking candidates with your
major/qualifications. We would like to emphasize that on-campus
recruiting is only ~ of the many tools used in an effective job
search. If you are having trouble finding employers/positions that
match your interests and qualifications, feel free to talk with a
counselor here at the office.
lob .Eai.rs- Friday, November 6, 1992- 9 a.m. to noon
Area employers to speak with students about employment opportunities. These job fairs are open to all GSU students and alumni.
Our Fall Job Fair is scheduled for Friday, November 6, 1992, here
at GSU. Interested candidates can submit a one page resume to be
included in the Resume Book (sent to attending companies) with a
$2.00 fee. This also serves as your registration for the Job Fair, or
you can simply show up the day of the Job Fair and pay $5.00 at
the door.
Job Postin2s
The Office of Career Services posts full time job vacancies with
local area employers. These job postings can be found on the Career
Services bulletin board in each of the four colleges on campus, as
well as in the Office of the Career Services. Complete information
is only located in the Office of the Career Services, so if you do
a job posting of interest, you should plan to visit the office to
complete details about the opening and how to apply. The Office
receives new job postings daily.
KjNexus
We also offer registration on a data bank that over 550 employers
using to identify potential candidates. The process is as follows:
Drop by or call the office and request a KiNexus application, fill
the form out and bring in a 3-1/2 inch, high density computer disk.
We will trade you for a pre-programmed disk and then direct you
to the computer lab so you can enter your information. Four
terminals have been programmed in the computer lab to accept the
KiNexus registration form. When you are finished, simply bring
back the disk to Career Services and it will be downloaded into the
main data bank. You will then receive your disk should you need
to make changes in the future.

by Barbara A. Johnson
Cowabunga!, Dude, I know nothing about the Ninja Turtles
except 'Pizza Party!' Pizza is a favorite food, but tomato sauce
and cheese taste heavy after awhile. This version features
'vegetables with a little cheese' and looks tres California to
boot. The taste is ju t tres 'Party.'

Fresh Vegetable Pizza
(4) 3 inch pita bread rounds
1 T. each vinegar and oil in a cup
1/2 c. each thinly sliced onions and zucchini
1 thinly sliced tomato
2 t. dried basil
1/2 c. shrt:dded mozzarella
I. Preheat oven to 450 degrees.
2. Mix 1 t. of basil with the vegetables, the other with the
mozzarella
3. Place pitas on cookie sheet, brush with oil and vinegar
mixture
4. Pile on vegetable mixture
5. Pack on cheese
6. Bake 5 min until heated through and cheese is melted
Serves 2 wath 2 pizzas apiece
reprinted from Chicago I IMO Ltd. Newsletter

by Doug McNutt
Director of Financial Aid
The Illinois Student Assistance Commission (ISAC) has
experienced a significant increase in applications for the
Monetary Award Program
(MAP) for the 1992-93
academic year. Sufficient funding is not available to meet this
increased demand. As a result,
it is projected that eligible MAP
recipients will experience a
reduction in their winter
trimester announced awards.
The exact amount of this
reduction has not yet been determined, but it is expected to be
between $70-100 for a fulltime, full-tuition and fees
recipient. The exact amount of
the reduction will not be determined until ISAC has completed processing new and
correction applications. Once
this determination has been
made, theGSU OfficeofFinancial Aid will notify the affected
recipients, and will outline
potential strategies to make up
for the shortfall in student's
awards.
If you have not yet applied for
fmancial aid for the 1992-93
academic year it is still possible
to obtain some types of assistance. Eligible, degree-seeking
students can still be considered
for Pell Grants for the fall
trimester and there is still plenty
of time to complete the application process for the winter 1993
trimester. Stop by or call the
Office of Financial Aid at (708)
534-4480 for application information and materials.
Many of you may be aware
that the Higher Education Act
that governs federal student
financial aid programs was
recently reauthorized. As a
result, many changes were
made to the programs, the
delivery system, and the application process. Most of these
changes are in effect for the
1993-94 academic year and
some are mid-year changes. I
will provide updated information about these changes via The
Innovator as fmal regulations
are published.

THE ARMY NURSING
CHALLENGE.

Sure air bags work great in front·
end oollisions, but only a safety
belt can protect you from side and
rear-end oollisions. So buckle up.
And you11 rover all the angles.

DawJlOIIAUJJHD4AIIII«

You've worked hard
for your BSN. You'd like
to continue the challenge
That's what Army Nursing offers ... professional
challenges.
Plus new study opportunities, continuing
education, travel. And
you'll have the respect and
accorded an officer in the United States Army.
H you're working on your BSN or already have a
, talk to your Army Nurse Corps Recruiter.

(219) 844-3990

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALL YOU CAM BE.

~ .....!!!f..'!I!![!Y~~DJ
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History- contd. from front page

Psychology Student Anisa Hussain
Honored as All-American Scholar
UNIVERSITYPARK-Governors State University student
Anisa Hussain has been named
an All-American Scholar.
The United States Achievement Academy selected Hussain, a master's degree student in
psychology and counseling, for
her excellence in academics and
involvement in university activities.
Hussain of Homewood has

maintained a 3.94 average on a
4.0 scale. She is president of the
School Psychology Club at
GSU, the student representative
to
the
Illinois
School
Psychologists Association, and
treasurer of the GSU Student
Senate.
She received the GSU Alumni
Association's Academic Award
for 1991-92, and she was
awarded the African-American

Staff Caucus Scholarship this
academic year. Hussain has been
working as a graduate assistant
to Dr. Diane Kjos, professor of
psychology and counseling at
GSU.
her
Hussain
received
bachelor's degree in psychology
from the University of Toronto.She and her husband, Irfan,
are the parents of fivo-year-old
twin boys.

Are your meetings all talk and no adion?
Do they go on forever and go nowhere?
HERE'S THE WAY TO BRING EFFICIENCY
AND LEGALITY TO YOUR MEETINGS
AS WELL AS GET THE YEAR OFF ON THE RIGHT FOOT.
Come to ...

MEETINGS:
ALL RIGHT OR AWRY
A Satellite Teleconference
followed by a question & answer period.
Thursday, October 1
3:15-6 p.m. • Hall of Honors
Admission is FREE but reservations are encouraged.

Call 534-4557 or extension 4557
to reserve a place.

"Language and the human condition. You know, English. So now
it's called English," laughs Professor Mel Muchnik.
"Another thing we liked to do in the spirit of the Age of Aquarius,
I guess, was to sit on the floor ... cross-legged in the lotus position ... it was really sort of crazy the way classes were conducted.
People would sit on pillows and relate to each other," recalls
Professor Mike Stelnicki.

"Tbe major thing we thought would be different was competency
based educatioo. ADd we IICtually lived here without pades ... ADd
that's radical," argues Professor Dave Crispin.
"We wece a university that opened in the early '70s based on
concepts that emerged in the '60s which were, in my opinion, passe
as early as the mid to late '70s," says Student Affairs and Services
Dean M. Catherine Taylor.
"It was so innovative that people looked at it askance, as though
it really wasn't for real ... ," says Alice Hanes of the Registrar's
Office, one of GSU's first students.
"'iou bow, the place was filled with dreams. There was a lot
more intuition than intellect going on then. But it was just very
different then. We also didn't know any better. We all really
believed we were on the cutting edge of an educational revolution,"
recalls Professor Schranz.
Instead, the revolution led to rebellion. About six years in to it,
'innovation' at GSU became synonymous with unworkable and
incomprehensible. The ideas were tarnished and the people became
frustrated. The bold experiment needed a new course. It needed its
own changes says President Leo Goodman-Malamuth II.
"I appreciate innovation, but innovation for the sake of innovation
is not the answer," he argues. "My feeling was you could still have
elements of tradition and still have flexibility to be able to experiment, to test new courses and various ensundry things ... "
GSU faculty and staff were forced to look: at themselves- at their
own operations and what they were teaching and doing at the
university. It led to a review of the university's governance, a
reorganization of its colleges and programs, and a thorough examination of its courses. That was hard work:, but it convinced many
that everything GSU was doing wasn't wrong.
"We really looked at our mistak:es and we looked at the things we
had done right, and while we probably make 60 or 70 percent
mistak:es to the 30 percent we did right, we still have the 30/40
percent that nobody else has," argues Professor Schranz.
Governors State came away with higher academic standards
and institutional procedures for both faculty and students. The
changes encouraged students to enroll at GSU where uniqueness is
still a trademark.
"I still think: the innovativeness is here. It's small enough and yet
there seems to be a real commitment to doing things at least state
of the art and experimenting," says Professor Jon Carlson.
" ... We think the student really matters," argues Professor Crispin.
"We really want to be flexible, and we pay attention to them, and I
like that ... "

Prepare for English and Math
Proficiency Exams
or just brush up on basic skills.
Writing Proficiency, Grammar,
Punctuation, Research, and
Mathematics classes are being
offered by
The Center For Learning Assistance
For more information
Stop by the Student Development
office, Bl400
-orCall (708) 534-5000 extension 5030

Sponsored by the leadership Committee of the Student life Advisory Council, Division of Student life.

doption: Married couple,
ecretarial Service:
S
A
teen daughter, living on
(708)-481-5531
large farm, financially secure,
*Two miles from GSU!
full-time mother. If considering
adoption for your baby, please
call 1-800-852-4294 Stanley or
Suzanne.

A doption: A Loving Alter.1"\..native. Let us help you
through this confusing time.
Parenting requires unconditional
love, total commitment and good
judgement. Loving, happy,
financially secure couple will
provide all of these things. We'll
give our angle love and all the
best things in life. Legal and
confidential. MedicaVlegal expenses paid. Call Lucy or Anthony. (708) 957-8832 (After
5:00 pm) -OR- 1-(800)-2415384 (24 hours).

*Term Papers
•Letters
•WP 5.1 tutoring.
•Newsletters
•Laser Printing
•Fast-Accurate-Professional
>Special: 1 page resume, 25
copies- $25.00 .

Service:
Resumes, Term
T yping

yping: Linda's Typing- 7
T years
experience in student
papers, computer services,
Macintosh
Resumes.
Reasonable-Reliable IS mins.
from school. (708)798-1844

GREEI( S & CLU8S
RAISE A COOL
11000

IN JUST ONE WEEKI

PLUS $1000 FOR TilE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
xpert Wordprocessing &
Typing Services.
Accurate-Fast-Professional
Researchfferm Papers. inc.
APA Format.
Resumes/Cover Letters.
Call Today: Ask for Cheryl
(815) 469 9393

E

-

Need
papers,
Manuscripts, Etc. typed? Call
GMC services. Executive, Administrative support at (708)
PARKER ENTERPRISES
/
748-2379.
17081 747-5091 ~~
•Fast •Efficient •Reasonable
~ i::.P:.;.:. ~ f-:.:':"'
e

-:::w·

~ =:-,.:,__ ~ :::.--=. \""' -...

No obligation. No cost.
You also aet a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
just for a11ina

1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65

.
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Mob rnot11rf loOc:!Wis EnJ!II>h ohtood ""-' II>Cilbrd
proolcltd. Japan 11><1 ToiWM. Moltt ~.-. 1'"
..-th. -.clolly"<Uitunlly........tfnll- For I n llaMI ~t ........ ond Appllcatlm, <1111:

lntemarional Employment Croup
(206) 631-1146 Ext.J5711'7

Innovator
Advertisers
get results!
For Advertising info
and rate cards, call
(708) 534-4517.
FAJ{(708)5~8953

Call TODAY!!

